Woodgrain

Steelscape’s Woodgrain prints offer the warmth and natural beauty of wood combined with the durability of metal. Compared to wood, metal is fire resistant, rot resistant, termite resistant, and easier to maintain.

Unlike other reproduction wood finishes, Steelscape has worked hard to create an authentic blended finish without a repetitive pattern. Laminate wood products often have reproduction knots or burrs which look authentic in sample format but create an inauthentic running pattern when produced on a large scale such as a roof or wall.

Steelscape’s natural wood finish is ideal for siding applications, whether it be used in wall accent pieces or for entire structures. This makes it perfect for commercial building wall accents, structure trim pieces or complete residential siding projects. This woodgrain print paired with a vertical metal profile can also be used to create board and batten style siding, perfect for homes or remodeling projects.

Unlike traditional wood products, these finishes will never need to be retreated or re-stained yet still come with complete finish warranties of up to 30 years.

Driftwood
SRI 53  •  XWOODW41

Red Cedar
SRI 37  •  XWOORC01

Representation of color may vary due to printing limitations. Actual metal samples are available upon request.

Due to the unique nature of this product, color may vary slightly from batch to batch. Batches should not be mixed on projects.